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NRN Annual Conference 2016:

European Innovation Partnerships
for Agriculture
The NRN hosted its inaugural annual
conference on the 14th October
2016 in Athlone. The main theme
of the event, European Innovation
Partnerships for Agriculture (EIPAGRI) attracted a crowd of almost 200
farmers, advisors, researchers and
other interested rural stakeholders.

A packed house at the
NRN Annual Conference
2016. Photo: Eric Molloy/
NRN

The conference was opened with an
address from Michael Creed TD, Minister
for Agriculture, Food and the Marine,
who launched EIP-AGRI with a total
fund of €59 million.
Inge Van Oost, from the European
Commission, DG Agriculture and Rural
Development Unit, gave an excellent
input on the European Innovation
Partnership: Speeding up Innovation
in Agriculture. Inge highlighted a
key aspect of EIP-AGRI which sees
Operational Groups funded under a
Multi-Actor Approach. Two speakers
from the Department of Agriculture,
Food and the Marine (DAFM) provided
the main body of information, with
Fintan O’Brien discussing EIP-AGRI
in the Irish context and the overall
structure and application process for
applicants, while Ronan O’Flaherty
discussed two key aspects of EIP-AGRI;
Locally-led Environmental and Climate
Projects and the Hen Harrier and Fresh
Water Pearl Mussel Projects.

Michael Creed TD,
Minister for Agriculture,
Food and the Marine,
opens the NRN Annual
Conference 2016. Photo:
Eric Molloy/NRN

Inge Van Oost addresses
delegates during the
NRN Annual Conference
2016. Photo: Eric Molloy/
NRN

Ronan O’Flaherty and
Fintan O’Brien from
DAFM speaking at the
NRN Annual Conference.
Photo: Eric Molloy/NRN

Dr. Maura Farrell chairs
the open forum at the
National Rural Network
annual conference 2016.
Photo: Eric Molloy/NRN

Both DAFM officials suggested that
the ultimate aim of these innovation
partnerships is to ‘road-test’ new ideas
and practices which can then be used
more widely by farmers and others to
improve productivity, enhance resource
efficiency and pursue sustainable
farming practices.
The Conference closed with an open
forum session chaired by Dr Maura
Farrell of the NRN that led to a lively
discussion amongst the 200 delegates
in attendance on the information
presented on the day.
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EIP-AGRI
Call for Proposals

Sheep Welfare Scheme
Application Deadline
31st January 2017
The DAFM have introduced a new Sheep Welfare Scheme as part of
Ireland Rural Development Programme. The Sheep Welfare Scheme
will provide funding of €25 million for Sheep farmers in 2017.

The Department of Agriculture,
Food and the Marine, DAFM has
issued two separate calls relating
to EIP Projects. The ﬁrst call was
issued in November, seeking
applications for two project teams
under a Locally-Led initiative –
focusing on 45% of the national
Hen Harrier population across
6 core target areas and on 80%
of the national Freshwater Pearl
Mussel population in 8 catchment
areas.
The second call was announced in
December, involving two funding
streams. The first stream, with a
total budget of €4 million focuses
on Rural Development priorities 2
and 3 – activities related to themes
such as farm viability, economic
performance and competitiveness,
innovative technologies and
sustainable forest management and
food chain organisation and risk
management.
The second stream, which
has a budget of €20 million,
covers the establishment of
Cooperation Groups to develop
project proposals that focus on
activities related to such themes
as the preservation of agricultural
landscapes, water quality, resource
efficiency, climate mitigation/
adaptation and biodiversity. For
more information on the EIP-AGRI
project proposal calls, see the DAFM
website www.agriculture.gov.ie.

The funding will provide support of €10 per ewe to sheep farmers
who undertake actions which will improve the welfare of the sheep
flock. The Scheme will run for four years. Farmers must choose two
actions from a menu of actions. There will be separate actions for
lowland and hill flocks.
The actions must be completed within a 12 month timeframe.
The actions for the scheme are outlined below. Farmers will either
be in the hill or lowland sector and must choose one action from
Category A plus one action from one Category B. Payments will
based on the completion of both actions.
Lowland Flock

Hill Flock

Category A

Category A

Lameness Control

Mineral Supplementation Ewes
post mating

Mineral Supplementation
Ewes post mating

Meal feeding lambs post weaning*

Category B

Category B

Parasite Control (Faecal Egg
Count)

Parasite Control (Faecal Egg Count)

Scanning

Scanning

Flystrike control

Mineral Supplementation Lambs
Pre weaning*
In order to apply
for the scheme
you must fill out
an application
form and return to
DAFM by the 31st
January notifying
DAFM of your two
chosen actions.
Source DAFM
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TAMS Case Study:

Low Emission Slurry Spreading
in Co. Roscommon
Targeted Agricultural Modernisation Schemes
(TAMS) were launched in May 2015 to
support the sustainable development of Irish
agriculture. The grant- aid provided enables
farmers to meet the challenges of climate
change and to increase efficiency on their
holdings.
The Low Emission Slurry Spreading scheme (LESS)
offers grant aid for efficient slurry spreading. The
scheme is designed to encourage the purchase by
farmers of specialised slurry spreaders. There are
a number of machines available such as trailing
shoe, dribble bars, shallow injection systems
and umbilical slurry spreading systems. These
spreaders are designed to minimise nutrient loss
during the application of slurry which will help
Ireland to achieve reductions in Green House
Gas emissions including reductions in nitrous
oxide emissions, and ammonia emissions. TAMS
offers a 40% grant subject to a maximum eligible
investment of €40,000 or €60,000 in the case of
a joint application by two eligible applicants or
partners under a registered partnership.
Derek Beirne, a farmer and agricultural contractor
from Elphin Co. Roscommon, availed of TAMS
funding to purchase a dribble bar. The dribble bar
cost in the region of €16,000 and Derek expects
to receive a 40% grant on the investment through
the TAMS scheme. “ The hoses of the dribble bar
trail just above the ground placing slurry at the
grass root, preventing nutrient loss. I have 200
clients in the area. 90% of dribble barring slurry
spreading is for GLAS clients.
“With the GLAS scheme providing a payment
of €1.20 m3/year to farmers for low emission
slurry spreading, demand for LESS has increased
dramatically since the opening of GLAS. All of the
slurry produced or imported on the farm must
be spread using LESS equipment. The benefits of
LESS are more efficient use of nutrients by the
4
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Low Emission Slurry Spreader
Photo: Mastek

crop, resulting in lower use of artificial fertiliser.
Reduced run-off from the land leading to
improved water quality and reduced odour from
the slurry.”
Derek concluded; ‘’ without the funding received
from TAMS I wouldn’t have been in a position
to invest in a LESS Slurry Spreader. The financial
incentive under the GLAS Scheme is creating the
demand among farmers for the Low Emission
Slurry Spreading”.
TAMS II Schemes
During 2015, six new schemes were announced
under TAMS II. These schemes are co-funded
under the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD).
The financial allocation to each scheme for the
full RDP period is as follows:
- Young Farmers Capital Investment Scheme
€120m
- Dairy Equipment Scheme €50m
- Organic Capital Investment Scheme €8m
- Animal Welfare, Safety and Nutrient Storage
Scheme €170m
- Low Emission Slurry Spreading €4m
- Pig and Poultry Investment Scheme €17m.
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LEADER Case Study:

Renovation of Bredagh Old School
as Community Facility
Bredagh Old School Committee secured
funding from LEADER to carry out
refurbishment to Bredagh Old School,
Carrigallen, Co. Leitrim. The building is
designated as a protected structure due to its
architectural heritage.
The school, built circa 1840, was disused for years
until the group had the vision to develop it as
a new community facility. The project involved
the total restoration of the interior of the school
house, landscaping the grounds and building a
stone wall around the property.
The building is considered by the local
community to be part of the local heritage and
the redevelopment is seen as having the potential
to generate new life and activities in Carrigallen.
The renovation of the property has provided a
venue to be used by minority faith congregations
and groups for receptions, Sunday school,
fundraising events, Bible study and other uses.
It is also a private and intimate setting in which
services such as counselling, health promotion,
addiction services and suicide prevention can
provided to community members.
More widely, it provides a venue for use by local
community groups for events, activities and
projects.
The most basic facilitating factors that enabled
this project to happen was good will and
common sense. From the local businesses who
provided work, supplies, donations and loans
to ease the overall financial burden of the Local
Authority who were very accommodating to an
appropriate balance of restoration to allow the
building to have a new lease of life. The project
was completed in early 2014 and has gone from
strength to strength since its opening and has
become a hub of activity for all in the local

Bredagh Old School has been renovated with LEADER funding.
Photo: Leitrim Development Company/ Bredagh Old School Committee

community. The finish is excellent and it is
wonderful or those involved to have seen a new
lease of life given to such a beautiful building.
In essence this project worked particularly well
due to the dedication of the two leaders within
the committee. In any LEADER project there must
be one or two distinct drivers within the promoter
organisation willing to commit a considerable
amount of time, energy and patience to
guarantee the fruition of the process.
The most notable challenge was the additional
heritage rules that were introduced during the
programme. This led to considerable downtime
while resolutions were sought to the appropriate
level of restoration.
A building should be considered a living entity
and it is not always best practice to try and
reinstate it exactly as it was in the past if it is not
in keeping with the building’s new use.
For further details about this and other case
studies, visit www.nationalruralnetwork.ie and
click on Best Practice.
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LEADER Cooperation:

What the
NRN can
offer to LAGs
Online assistance with partner search
& technical support
Provide practical resources to LAGs
including access to Partner Search
Request Form; Preparatory Technical
Support Template and direct link to ENRD
Cooperation Offers.

The Rural Network for Northern Ireland and the Ireland
National Rural Network hosted a joint conference in Newry,
Co. Down in November exploring the theme of LEADER
Co-operation within the context of their current Rural
Development Programmes.

Study or exchange visits
Identify, and facilitate planning of,
potential study visit opportunities study/
exchange visits in order to enable LAGs
to improve links with and develop closer
working relationships for cooperation.

Participants included
representatives from Local
Action Groups (LAGs) in
Northern Ireland and Ireland,
as well as Managing Authorities
and Network Support Units
(NSUs) from UK and Ireland.
The conference saw the launch
of co-operation between Local
Action Groups in Northern
Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland.

Organisation of events
Organise cooperation events, workshops
and seminars to give LAGs the
opportunity to find potential partners
with similar interests and project ideas.

A national allocation of €10m
is ring-fenced for LEADER
cooperation projects in the
South while £4m has been
allocated for Northern Ireland.

Guidance documents, studies and
publications
Guidance documents and case studies
can be accessed on the NRN website
www.nationalruralnetwork.ie. To access
previous publications and useful
documents, visit
http://enrd.ec.europa.eu/leader-clld.

The event sought to:

Facilitation of exchanges, technical
meetings and capacity building
Maximise potential cooperation
opportunities through the exchange
of experience. Exchanges can be in the
form of peer to peer training, technical
meetings, support to develop project
concepts or prioritisation of tasks.
The LEADER Cooperation Contact point
for Ireland is: James Claffey
E: james@irishrurallink.ie
T: +353 (0) 90 6482744
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• launch and animate cooperation between LAGs
North and South
• bring clarity to the
Cooperation process and
approach in both regions
and confirm the role of the
National Rural Network within
this
• establish connections
and partnerships with
real opportunities to
develop projects; secure
active participation and
engagement of LAGs
• provide opportunities for
networking and sharing
experience

Both Managing Authorities
presented the Co-operation
Guidelines for North and South,
highlighting the guidelines
common to both regions.
The National Support Units
presented on how they can
assist LAGS with co-operation.
Facilitated workshops at the
conference allowed participants
to establish connections
and partnerships to develop
projects while expanding on
potential co-operation ideas.
The workshops were set around
the themes of Enterprise and
Employability, Landscape,
Heritage and Natural Resources,
Social Inclusion & Services and
Rural Tourism.
The co-operation ideas
generated in the workshops
were gathered by the NSUs
and have been shared with
the LAGs. The NSUs will follow
up with the LAGs in 2017 to
expand on the co-operation
ideas generated at the
conference and assist the LAGs
in developing projects.
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Third Meeting of
the Rural Networks’
Assembly

Participants at LEADER Co-Operation Conference

LEADER Co-Operation Conference

What’s on in Europe? Jan-Mar 2017
25 Jan:

ENRD Workshop on Generational Renewal
through Rural Development. Brussels, Belgium.

9 Feb:

ENRD Workshop on Social Inclusion. Brussels,
Belgium.

13 Feb:

Creating Impacts with Open Data in Agriculture
and Nutrition. The Hague, The Netherlands.

15-17 Feb:

Sustainable Tourism for Rural Development.
Bergamo, Italy.

22 Feb:

ENRD Seminar on ‘Smart LEADER’. Brussels,
Belgium.

28 March:

Forum for the Future of Agriculture 2017.
Brussels, Belgium.

Further information about all these events is available at
www.enrd.ec.europa.eu.

The third meeting of the Rural Networks’
Assembly, which is the main governance
body of the European Network for Rural
Development and European Innovation
Partnerships for Agriculture, took place
in Brussels on 1st December 2016. The
meeting, attended by Dr Maura Farrell
on behalf of the National Rural Network,
was opened by the EU Commissioner for
Agriculture and Rural Development, Phil
Hogan, who reﬂected on the second full
year of the effective implementation of rural
networking in the 2014-2020 programming
period.
The meeting provided a clear overview of
EU rural network activities and outlined key
proposals for 2017. The central discussion topics
at the meeting related to reflections from the
Cork 2.0 Declaration, with a particular focus on
digitisation with rural stakeholders.
Under the heading, ‘A Better Life in Rural Areas,
EU Commissioner Hogan suggested that he
will be a champion at the highest level for the
Cork 2.0 Declaration, seeing it as ‘imperative
to forming one of the cornerstones of the
Commission’s plan for “modernising and
simplifying the CAP” as announced by President
Juncker in the Work Programme for 2017.
More information about the European Rural
Networks’ Assembly is available on the
European Network for Rural Development
website www.enrd.ec.europa.eu in the news
and events section.
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Join the NRN
Are you interested in rural
development?
Join the National Rural Network
(NRN) by signing up on our website
www.nationalruralnetwork.ie
Once you have joined, you will
receive monthly email updates on
the RDP, the LEADER initiative, best
practice case studies and more.
For regular updates follow us on:
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